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MATERIALS

a symmetric trick

• 100 – 150 grams (400 – 600 meters) of yarn in fingering or
light fingering with a long gradient
• 3 mm / US#2½ or 3.5 mm / US#4 (depending on chosen
yarn) circular needle of min. 100 cm / 40 in length.
Gauge is not really important but will influence the size of the
finished scarf.

Have fun knitting! 🙂

BEGINNING
Cast on 3 stitches using the cable-cast-on method
(phototutorial on next page).
[RS] sl1, k to end.
[WS] k to 1 st before end, sl1.
I like symmetrical shapes. Symmetry is harmony.
But I am also fascinated by squaring the circle and I like
to unite opposites.
A little trick turns the sideways-knitted classic
into a symmetrical, isosceles triangle,
while the long color gradient remains
asymmetrical.

MAIN PART

4×{

[RS] co2, sl1, k to 3 sts before end, k2tog, k1. | +2 , -1 M
[WS] k to 1 st before end, sl1.

1×{

[RS] co2, sl1, k to end. | +2 M
[WS] k to 1 st before end, sl1.

Repeat these ten rows until you have enough yarn for a
minimum of two rows left.

ELASTIC BIND-OFF
k1, [k1, slip both stitches back to the left needle and knit them
together through the backloop] until all stitches are bound off.

Enjoy wearing your »A symmetric trick«!
Yarn: Wollmeise Rolls
Color: MambaSamba
This pattern is for private use only! Do not distribute or publish this pattern, and do not use it for commercial purposes. © Nicola Susen

ABBREVIATIONS
k
co

knit
cast on
(with the cable cast-on
technique, see photo
tutorial on the last page)
st/s stitch/es
sl
slip as if to purl with
yarn in the back
k2tog knit two stitches
together
[RS] right side
[WS] wrong side
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PHOTOTUTORIAL: CABLE CAST-ON



Put yarn over the needle
and hold the short end
between middle and ring
finger.



Pick up a stitch under the
needle and at the left side
of the yarn.



Insert needle between the
first and the second stitch.





Pick up a new stitch.



Put this stitch on the left
needle without twisting it.





Put this stitch on the left
needle without twisting it.
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